Human navigation in built environments depends on symbolic spatial information which has unrealised potential to enhance robot navigation capabilities. Information sources such as labels, signs, maps, planners, spoken directions, and navigational gestures communicate a wealth of spatial information to the navigators of built environments; a wealth of information that robots typically ignore. We present a robot navigation system that uses the same symbolic spatial information employed by humans to purposefully navigate in unseen built environments with a level of performance comparable to humans. The navigation system uses a novel data structure called the abstract map to imagine malleable spatial models for unseen spaces from spatial symbols. Sensorimotor perceptions from a robot are then employed to provide purposeful navigation to symbolic goal locations in the unseen environment. We show how a dynamic system can be used to create malleable spatial models for the abstract map, and provide an open source implementation to encourage future work in the area of symbolic navigation. Symbolic navigation performance of humans and a robot is evaluated in a real-world built environment. The paper concludes with a qualitative analysis of human navigation strategies, providing further insights into how the symbolic navigation capabilities of robots in unseen built environments can be improved in the future.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Proficiently navigating through unseen urban environments is a vital part of daily life for humans, whether it be meeting in a new colleague's office, making it to the correct gate for a plane in a foreign airport, locating an apartment while on overseas holiday, finding the lion at the zoo, or even finding bananas in a new grocery store. Robots must develop the same navigation abilities which humans exhibit if they are to truly become useful co-inhabitants of built environments.
Wayfinding [1] , the human navigation process in built environments like offices or shopping centres, relies on a type of spatial cue called a navigation cue. Navigation cues come in many forms including labels, signs, maps, planners, structural landmarks, spoken directions, and navigational gestures. A subset is shown in Fig. 1 . Navigation cues embed rich spatial information, and are placed throughout an environment to aid the navigation of people who have never been there before (e.g. labels are placed on the outside of offices, floor plans and maps at main entrances, and signs at choice points in corridors or walkways). Wayshowing [2] is a set of purposeful design practices and principles that inform the placement of navigation cues so as to maximise environment navigability. Wayshowing plays a key role in the architectural design of built environments. Navigation cues provide a special class of navigation information referred to as symbolic spatial information to convey information about the spatial structure of the world. Symbols are the backbone of human communication with simple elements such as words, phrases, pictures, arrows, and gestures employed to concisely represent spatial concepts. The conciseness in symbolic representations is achieved by omitting superfluous details, instead relying on the observer's capabilities and experiences to decode symbolically communicated concepts while deducing missing details. The nature of symbols often results in symbolic spatial information being ambiguous, or challenging to correlate with meaning in the real world [3] . Nevertheless humans can capably and effortlessly leverage the richness of symbolic spatial information to profound effect.
In contrast, robots are typically oblivious to the rich spatial information available in navigation cues. Robots instead use raw, low-level sensorimotor measurements to navigate their environments. The measurements typically come in the form of either range and bearing data for surrounding obstacles [4] - [6] , or snapshots of visual appearance [7] . Navigation is then performed using spatial models and algorithms representing the geometric structure of a space, with no incorporation of semantics. Robots that navigate using only low-level sensor measurements are incapable of purposeful navigation when applied in spaces previously unvisited by the robot. Such spaces are referred to in this paper as unseen spaces.
Symbolic spatial information provides an opportunity to create richer spatial models than those solely estimating geometric structure from a robot's sensor measurements. Robotic systems that use symbols to navigate are not prevalent in the literature, and those that exist carry varying restrictions. Such restrictions include requiring human-constructed spatial models [8] ; inferring semantics solely from object occurrences in spaces [9] , [10] ; probabilistic models limited to seen spaces [11] , [12] ; and using limited symbol sets [13] - [15] like pointing in unseen spaces. The utility of symbols for robot navigation in built environments remains untapped.
We present a navigation system that leverages both the abstract nature of navigation symbols and traditional geometric spatial models to provide purposeful navigation in unseen built environments. The system employs a malleable spatial model called the abstract map shown in Fig. 2 . It allows a traditional robot navigation system to utilise the symbolic spatial information embedded in navigation cues. Our research provides the following contributions in the area of symbolic navigation for mobile robots:
• a robotics-oriented grammar, with hand-crafted clauses, used to express the spatial information communicated by navigation cues (the perceptual challenges associated with extracting symbolic spatial information from images of navigation cues are left as open research questions);
• the abstract map, a malleable spatial model used by the robot navigation system to purposefully navigate unseen spaces;
• a novel method for using a dynamic multi-body system to "imagine" malleable spatial models of unseen built Fig. 2 : System diagram for a navigation system using navigation cue observations to navigate an unseen space. The abstract map uses a malleable spatial model to tether spatial symbols to direct robot perceptions.
environments;
• procedures for reconciling spatial models imagined from symbols with information received from the direct sensorimotor perceptions of the robot; and
• an open source implementation of the abstract mapavailable at https://btalb.github.io/abstract_map/ The abstract map is evaluated in a study comparing robot to human navigation performance in an unseen real built environment. We present the following findings from the study:
• a quantitative comparison of human and abstract map navigation performance,
• qualitative insights into the human navigation process, and
• suggestions as to how robot symbolic navigation systems can be improved in the future.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section II describes the use of symbols in navigation cues and robot navigation systems. The abstract map is formally defined in Section III, with the experimental procedure and results then presented in Sections IV and V respectively. The paper concludes in Section VI with a discussion of the results, and suggestions for future work.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
To understand how a robot can use symbolic spatial information to inform its navigation process, there are three relevant topics in the literature: 1) how navigation cues communicate symbolic spatial information, 2) robotic interpretations of the symbol grounding process, and 3) the use of symbols in the robot navigation process. Each of these are explored in detail in the sections below.
A. Symbolic Spatial Information from Navigation Cues Symbols are central in every navigation cue that humans place in their built environments. The diversity of symbols employed in navigation cues is large: arrows are used for signboards; arbitrary labels exist for roads, train stations, buildings, offices, etc.; words are used to communicate spatial directions; pictorial artefacts are used in maps and sketches; and even a basic action like pointing a finger can be used to signify direction. Navigation cues use symbols for two distinct purposes: to name a location in the world, and to describe a spatial relationship between locations.
When referring to locations in the real world, a linguistic symbol called a toponym is used. Toponyms-also referred to as labels, locations, places, or spaces [16] -are nouns used to refer to any classification of space, typically encapsulated by some form of basic geometric structure. The geometric structure can be a point (e.g. corner of Main Street and First Street), a one-dimensional path (e.g. Main Street), a region of a two-dimensional plane (e.g. block 37 on Main Street), or a three-dimensional volume (e.g. Sciences Building) [17] .
The second use of symbols in navigation cues-describing spatial relationships between locations-employs a much wider range of symbol types, with intrinsic elements of the navigation cue often playing a crucial role in the symbolic communication. For example, the arrow symbol on a directional sign requires the observer to use the location and orientation of the sign in the real world to interpret the symbol. Symbolic methods for describing spatial relationships are split into four distinct types, which are discussed in detail in the following paragraphs (examples of these are shown in Fig. 1 ).
1) Natural language descriptions and directions: are examples of linguistic navigation cues, which can be either spoken or written. Natural language descriptions use linguistic symbols to describe the spatial relationship between toponyms. Sequential directions additionally use ordering to break a complex path into a sequence of spatial relations. Examples of linguistic cues can be seen in Fig. 1a and 1b.
Linguistic navigation cues use a set of words called spatial prepositions [18]-a subset of only 80 to 100 prepositions in the entire English language [3]-to describe the spatial relationship between spaces. Examples include "left", "right", "towards", "beside", "between", "past", etc. Interpretation of spatial prepositions uses simple units of space, with no more geometric complexity required than points, containers, volumes, or units with basic axial structure (like a tree with nodes and edges) [3] , [19] .
Spatial prepositions describe the spatial relationship of a target called the figure, relative to a reference location called the From here, the kitchen is down the hallway. reference object. Fig. 3 shows how prepositions and toponyms typically combine in phrases, with an included or implied context playing an influential role in the interpretation of a spatial relationship [20] . Sequential directions for instance, assume the context is where the last step finished.
2) Labels and signboards: are examples of locational cues, which communicate a spatial relation to an observer through their location in the environment. Label cues mark the realworld location of a toponym, whereas directional signs use arrows and approximate distances to describe a toponym's location relative to the cue's real-world location. Example locational cues can be seen in Fig. 1c and 1d .
Locational cues, long identified as a crucial influence on human wayfinding performance [21] , [22] , associate places in the real world to symbols embedded in the environment. The association provided is crucial in allowing a navigator to link their internal spatial concepts about the world with what they observe in the environment.
3) Sketch maps and metric maps: are examples of pictorial cues, which use the visual space in a picture to represent spatial concepts [23] . Pictorial cues are classified by how visual space is used to communicate spatial relations. Sketch maps forgo unimportant information to focus solely on emphasising spatial relationships between places. Alternatively, metric maps express spatial relationships using geometric quantities in a to-scale picture. Examples of each type of cue, and a hybrid of both, can be seen in Fig. 1e , 1f, and 1g respectively.
Humans find sketch maps a significantly more effective navigation cue than scaled metric maps [24] due to the likeness of their spatial descriptions to human mental structures [23] and approaches [25] . Consequently, sketch maps can be considered similar to linguistic cues that use pictures in place of toponyms and spatial prepositions. Conversely, metric maps can be considered similar to locational cues but with the extra mental burden of conversion from the map's coordinate frame to the real world. 4) Navigational gestures: communicate spatial information through gestures, a symbolic communication performed through hand movements. Gestures come in four different types [26] -iconics, metaphorics, deictics, and beats-with only iconics and deictics employed in navigation cues. An example iconic gesture is placing a hand in front of the other to visually support the description "the coffee shop is in front of the building"-the hands are being used as icons for the places. Deictics are the pointing gestures used by speakers to orient the listener in referential space. A common example is the pointing gesture to communicate "the coffee shop is over there", as shown in Fig. 1h .
Both forms of navigation gesture can be considered handbased versions of previously discussed navigation cues. A deictic gesture is a locational cue with greater flexibility in direction than printed arrows (using a sign hanging vertically on a wall to communicate 61°east of north is infeasible), and the cue provider can also move throughout the environment. Iconic gestures are indecipherable without the accompanying linguistic description, and consequently can be thought of as linguistic cues with added verbosity via hand movements.
B. The Symbol Grounding Problem
The core challenge in using symbolic spatial information, for both humans and robots, revolves around extracting meaning from symbols; a problem referred to as the symbol grounding problem [27] . Both robots and humans use their own internal concepts to represent the world. However they require a method of representing symbols in terms of their own internal concepts before they can extract real world meaning from symbols. The nature of the problem is often represented through the semiotic triangle [28] (see Fig. 4 ), coined by Peirce [29] .
The semiotic triangle frames symbol grounding as a combination of physical grounding and social grounding. Physical grounding is the linking of internal concepts to the real world [30] - [32] whereas social grounding is linking shared concepts, like symbols, to internal concepts [33] , [34] . In the scope of mobile robotics, transforming sensor data into internal spatial models like maps and pose graphs is considered physical grounding. Once a physical grounding is established, the robot can use these internal spatial models to complete navigation tasks in the real world.
Social grounding in robotics is a process which gives the robot the ability to understand and communicate in a symbolic lexicon. One example is in the emergence of symbols amongst communicating robots. Studies use activities called language games [30] , [35] to develop and communicate a shared semiotic symbolic lexicon amongst robot populations [34] , [36] - [38] . All of these studies focused on attaching, communicating, and interpreting symbols already linked to robot concepts rather than imposed symbols like human language.
C. Use of Human Symbols in Robot Navigation
The scale of the human symbolic lexicon, and lack of a universal solution to the symbol grounding problem, makes using humans symbols in robotics a challenging task. As a result, robotic systems typically employ a restrictive subset of human symbols (e.g. only pointing gestures, data structures requiring manual annotation by humans, or limiting language to a handful of words with static interpretations). Additionally, robot navigation typically limits the application of symbols to already explored spaces. However, utilising symbols only in observed spaces misses the fundamental utility of symbolssharing human spatial perceptions with robots to enable navigating without requiring prior perception.
Approaches in the literature have advanced from requiring a human-in-the-loop, to automatically linking symbols and robot spatial models. Human-in-the-loop approaches began with using humans to interpret and follow automatically generated navigation instructions [39] , before progressing to robots using [29] human-annotated semantic maps to follow complex natural language instructions like "go to the kitchen while hugging the right wall" [8] . The first steps in automated symbol linking attached symbolic place names to discrete areas of segmented robot maps [9] , [40] , before linking symbolic spatial models to object detections through probabilistic inference (e.g. attaching the "office" symbol to a space because computers and desks were detected) [10] . Work using probabilistic inference has culminated in the generalised grounding graph (GGG) [12] and extensions [41] , [42] , which interprets novel commands by mapping between words in language and concrete objects, places, paths, and events in the external world. Although the progress is significant, demonstrated systems still only consider the scope of spaces already observed by a robot.
Progress in unseen spaces has relied on using constrained subsets of human symbols, or on limiting how far the robot can explore outside of already seen spaces. The guarantee of sequence in route instructions has been exploited with symbol subsets ranging from pointing gestures [13] and input restricted to artificial instruction sets like "$GO()" and "$FOLLOW()" [14] , all the way to natural language [43] and free-hand sketches [15] . A limited semantic vocabulary consisting of four prepositions has been used to improve existing navigation performance in observed spaces [11] , [44] . Extensions of the approach use a single novel instruction to find an unseen place, like finding the kitchen using "go to the kitchen that is down the hallway" [45] , [46] . However, the literature offers no further progress in using symbols in navigating unseen spaces.
Previous work by the authors used symbols from particular types of navigation cues to navigate unseen spaces. Firstly, an abstract map for converting locational cues between the frames of reference of a floor plan and a robot was presented [47] . Next, we demonstrated an abstract map using structured linguistic navigation cues with limited graph-based support for navigating between different spaces [48] - [50] . In this work, we expand the scope to address how an abstract map can generically employ the symbolic spatial information embedded in all types of navigation cues for robot navigation in built environments.
III. THE ABSTRACT MAP Three concurrent processes are used with the abstract map to harmonise and exploit symbolic and metric spatial information. Firstly, the clauses of a robotics-oriented grammar are used to generically represent the symbolic spatial information embedded in navigation cues. Next, spatial models for unseen spaces are imagined from symbols alone using malleable interpretations of the symbolic spatial information in clauses. Finally, the malleable elements of the abstract map are adapted to reflect the real world perceptions of the robot. In this work, simulated spring dynamics are used to construct the abstract map's malleable spatial model. Each of the processes is described in detail below.
A. Capturing Symbolic Spatial Information from Navigation Cues
We define a robotics-oriented grammar where sets of clauses represent collections of symbolic spatial information. Clauses consist of real numbers R, angles S 1 , reference frames, elements of the set of toponyms P , and elements of the set of spatial prepositions S. The grammar concisely describes the symbolic spatial information embedded in navigation cues. In this work we do not address the perceptual challenges associated with how symbolic spatial information can be extracted from navigation cues, although we have conducted preliminary studies in this area [47] , [51] , [52] .
A relational clause describes the spatial relationship between symbolic locations and is parameterised by the function
where s ∈ S is the preposition used to describe the spatial relationship between the figure toponym p f ∈ P and one or more referent toponyms p r1...n ∈ P , given the context toponym p c ∈ {∅, P } (∅ denotes no provided context). The conversion of a navigation cue can produce numerous clauses, with this being formally defined as the conversion to a set of clauses. For example, a set containing a single clause captures the symbolic spatial information in the linguistic cue "Isla's office is between the entryway and printer":
rel (between, Isla's office, {entryway, printer}, ∅) . A locational clause links symbolic locations to locations in an environment and is parameterised by the function
where p ∈ P is the toponym whose location is described as a distance of r ∈ {∅, R} and direction of θ ∈ {∅, S 1 } from the point (x, y) in reference frame F. Here ∅ denotes that the value can be unspecified. For example an office label for "Riko's Office" observed at coordinates (5.21, 1.76) relative to the robot would be captured by the set of clauses:
loc (Riko's Office, W, 5.21, 1.76, 0, ∅) where W is the world frame of reference, r is 0 as the label specifies where a place is, and θ is unspecified. Fig. 5 shows examples of how the two types of clause can be employed to capture symbolic spatial information from human navigation cues. B. Generating Spatial Models from Relational Clauses Prepositions encoded in relational clauses symbolically describe two spatial properties: spatial layout and spatial hierarchy. Prepositions that describe spatial layout include "left", "down", "west", and "beside", whereas the prepositions "in", "contains", and "within" are examples describing spatial hierarchy. Descriptions of layout and hierarchy can be used to inform the imagination of plausible spatial models for unseen spaces. The example built environment shown in Fig. 6 is used below to describe the process undertaken in creating the abstract map's malleable spatial model from relational clauses alone.
Spatial models are created from the symbols in relational clauses by translating clauses into spatial artefacts that capture both the spatial suggestion and malleability inherent in symbol interpretations. Relational clauses are represented in a dynamics-based spatial model by defining toponyms as point-masses which move within a plane, and mapping spatial prepositions to instances of the simulated springs in Fig. 7 .
Point-mass i in a system is represented by a set of parameters Θ i and state vector ξ i . The parameter set Θ i contains toponym p ∈ P and a constant unit mass. The state vector, with respect to the world frame W, is defined as
with ι(p) → i : i ∈ Z + a function mapping toponym p to its index in the set of point-masses Θ. Spatial prepositions are mapped to one or more simulated springs which constrain either distance, absolute direction, or relative direction between two or more toponyms. The function σ(x, Λ j ) defines the force applied to the system's point-masses by spring j, which is defined by the spring parameter Λ j . Λ j consists of the spring type, the toponyms the spring connects to, stiffness K, and either natural length r n ∈ R or angle θ n ∈ S 1 . For instance, the preposition "right of" is represented by a relative angle spring shown in Fig. 7c with natural angle θ n = 90°between point-masses for the figure toponym and context toponym, relative to the referent toponym. The figure, referent, and context toponyms correspond to nodes A, B, and C respectively in Fig. 7c for this example. The spring is given a moderate stiffness K to represent that "right of" can apply to scopes outside of precisely orthogonal. Fig. 8 demonstrates some more example conversions from symbols to springs in the translation phase.
Spatial hierarchy-when a space is inside another like "the foyer is in B Block"-is also modelled with springs. Hierarchy suggestions are first added to an evolving directed graph of spatial hierarchy as shown at the start of the translation step in Fig. 8 . For example, "the University contains A Block" would add a parent-child edge to the graph from the "University" node to "A Block". Each edge k of the hierarchical graph is then converted to a distance spring Λ k with a natural length r n ∈ R corresponding to the typical distance between spaces at that level of the graph. A very low spring stiffness K is used to reflect the sweeping assumptions made in estimating distance solely from spatial hierarchy, and the wide variance of values in reality. Simulated dynamics are used to create malleable spatial models for unseen places from the spatial suggestions provided by relational clauses. A spatial model is defined as the position states of each of the m point masses in a system whose state vector is
As shown in Algorithm 1, a spatial model is imagined by performing numerical integration on a starting system state x 0 using the system motion modelẋ = f (t, x), until a settling criteria ζ(ẋ) is met. The following paragraphs define the process for augmenting a spatial model with new clauses, the components of the motion model f (t, x), and the settling criteria ζ(ẋ). A new spatial model is constructed when a set of new grammar clauses c new is received by the system, with the previous spatial model used as the starting system state x 0 . All new point-masses are first given an initial state through Fig. 8 : Imagining malleable spatial models for the small sample environment from relational clauses describing both spatial layout and spatial hierarchy. Spatial layout and hierarchy spatial models are spit above for illustrative purposes, but exist as a single model in the real system. x ← [x, ξ i ] 8: end for that most satisfies the constraints imposed by the natural length of all attached springs. The ordering ensures point-masses whose positions are most heavily constrained by springs are placed first when those constraints are most likely to be satisfiable. Each point-mass is given zero starting velocity when placed. After a spatial model is augmented with new clauses, a new spatial model is created using the updated system motion model. The function modelling the system motion, for a system with m point-masses and n springs, is defined as:
where σ(x, Λ j ) is the force applied by spring j with parameters Λ j , given system state x. τ (x, Θ i ) is the viscous friction force on point-mass i with parameters Θ i , given system state x. The viscous friction ensures a solution is reached by introducing damping motion. λ(x, C(t), Θ i ) adds an expansion force pushing point-mass i away from C(t), where C(t) is the centre of explored mass in the robot's underlying metric map (see Fig. 2 ). The expansion component encourages the spatial model to expand away from already explored spaces, particularly when a place's location estimate is underconstrained (e.g. when a place has a spring suggesting relative distance but no spring constraining direction).
The system dynamics are simulated using iterative Runge-Kutta integration of the ordinary differential equation f (t, x), until the settling criteria ζ(ẋ) is met. Once the settling criteria is met, an imagined spatial model is returned as the positions of the system's point-masses. The settling criteria is defined as:
where L a is the acceleration threshold at which a point-mass is deemed to be settled, and L v is the velocity threshold. The two conditions combine to continue simulating the system while any point-mass is in motion, or accelerating due to unbalanced forces. System dynamics cycle energy between spring tension and point-mass motion as they explore possible layouts for the imagined spatial model. Friction drives the system to a minima where motion ceases, denoting the most representative layout. The graph shown in the imagination phase of Fig. 8 depicts the total energy over system time. To highlight the subtle modelling differences between spatial layout and spatial hierarchy, the final imagined spatial models are shown split by relational clause type in the bottom right of the figure.
D. Reconciling Imagination with Observation through Locational Clauses
Sweeping assumptions of distances, scales, sizes, and directions are made in the spatial model to imagine spatial layouts solely from symbols, and these will likely conflict with the robot's observations of its environment. Locational clauses provide linking information between symbolic locations and locations in the robot's real world observations. We use this information to align the imagined spatial models in the abstract map with reality, and refine assumptions through experience. This work only incorporates locational clauses for the robot's frame of reference (see [47] for an approach that could be adapted to enhance the system described below).
When conflicts between imagination and reality occur, they are reconciled in the spatial model by trusting observations over what has been imagined from symbol input. To exert authority in the imagined spatial model two tools are employed: fixing point-masses and changing spring stiffness. Upon observing a cue at ( W x, W y) describing the relative distance and direction to p ∈ P as r ∈ {∅, R} and θ ∈ {∅, S 1 } respectively, a fixed point-mass is added at ( W x, W y) in the malleable spatial model. Here ∅ is used when a cue doesn't communicate distance or direction (for example a sign with only an arrow gives no r value). Springs are added between point-mass Θ ι(p) and the fixed point-mass, with a high stiffness coefficient. The high stiffness means springs created from observations will override suggestions from springs created by loosely imagining spatial layout solely from symbols.
The robot's observations can also be used to update assumed scales in the abstract map, and exploit refined values for improved imagination. When the model was first imagined, the natural lengths of distance springs were set based on estimates of environment scale. With the benefit of real world observations, scaling factors can be manipulated to improve the abstract map's earlier estimates.
Scaling factors α a b are employed for each unique unordered pair of levels (a, b) ∈ (Z + ) 2 in the hierarchy graph. For instance, the example in Fig. 8 has three levels with level 1 corresponding to rooms, level 2 to buildings, and level 3 to university campuses. The hierarchy creates six scaling factors (α 1 1 , α 1 2 , α 1 3 , α 2 2 , α 2 3 , and α 3 3 ), where α 1 1 corresponds to the average distance between adjacent rooms, α 2 2 the average distance between adjacent buildings, α 1 2 the average distance between any room within a building, etc. Scaling factors between two hierarchy levels are given a default value until a distance r o is observed between the levels. r o is obtained when labels for both endpoints of a distance spring have been observed. Once a distance has been observed, the spatial model uses a scaling factor instead of the default value.
Scaling factors are calculated by comparing the observed length r o of springs with their initial estimated natural length r n . A scaling factor for hierarchy levels (a, b) is the weighted arithmetic mean of the observed scaling error (r o /r n ) for the n distances observed between toponyms in a and b:
where the stiffness K i is used as the weight. The effect of the scaling factors can be seen in the hierarchical springs and spatial model created in Fig. 8 , and the results shown in Section V-B. Lastly, an exploration scaling factor E is applied to the natural length of each distance spring when a goal is not found at its imagined location. E has an initial value of 1 and is increased multiplicatively by an exploration step ∆ E when a goal is not found where it is expected.
Step increases are applied until the robot observes a new navigation cue. The increases in E expand the spatial model, encouraging the robot to search for the goal outside of already visited areas. Upon observing a new navigation cue, E is reset to 1 and the normal process is resumed.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCESS
There is relatively little prior work on symbolic navigation of unseen places and no relevant benchmarks for evaluating navigation performance. This section describes our approach to performance evaluation in real world built environments. Human participants, with the symbolic navigation abilities that motivated this research, were used as a performance baselines. The symbolic navigation task used for evaluation was one that is a common part of the human symbolic navigation experience: finding an animal at the zoo. The research was approved by the QUT Human Research Ethics Committee (approval number 1800000392).
We used a fictional zoo environment for the experiments, with animal enclosures grouped into five themed areas branching off the "Zoo Foyer" as shown in Fig. 9a . The zoo environment encompassed the entire floor of a university campus building. To level the playing field for humans and robots, all navigation cues (place names and direction boards) were encoded in AprilTags [53] which were physically placed in the environment. AprilTags employed a combination of text and arrows to emulate labels, natural language descriptions, directional signs, and signboards (examples can be seen in Fig. 10 ). Symbolic spatial information was encoded in the AprilTags through a single static mapping for all trials. Places in the environment and navigation cues purposely had no visual resemblance of what they were representing (animals and AprilTags respectively). This removed insights like "this looks like an aviary", "that looks like a Giraffe over in the far corner", using contextual knowledge to ignore irrelevant environment text, and long-distance cue recognition-all of which are outside the scope of this research.
Each symbolic navigation task started outside the zoo, near the "Exit", and was deemed complete upon observation of the symbolic goal's label. The experiment consisted of 50 trials with 25 human participants completing a single navigation task each, and the robot completing 25 tasks starting each trial with no prior navigation knowledge. Human participants were aged between 18 and 59, with university education either completed or in progress, and had never previously visited the experiment environment. Trials were split into five unique navigation goals ("Lion", "Kingfisher", "Polar Bear", "Anaconda", and "Toilets") with attempts from five human participants and five from the robot for each goal.
Participants were also provided with a graph of the zoo's spatial hierarchy (shown in Fig. 9b ). For humans this was a printed sheet, whereas the robot used the graph to create relational clauses that were preloaded into the abstract map. The spatial hierarchy graph normalised contextual knowledge between participants, and removed discrepancies in contextual interpretations like whether the "Cockatoo" would be in the Fig. 10 : The mobile phone application used to detect AprilTags and show associated symbolic spatial information "Bird Aviary" or "Outback Adventure". Tools were given to both human and robot participants to read the information encoded in AprilTags. A purpose-built mobile phone application was provided to human participants as shown in Fig. 10 , and the robot employed a detector monitoring 360°panoramic images from an Occam camera. Distance travelled was the performance measure used for both robot and human trials, with audio also recorded in human trials. In human trials, the path travelled was recorded manually on a map and directly from the robot's raw odometry data during robot trials. A fair basis for comparison was established by retracing the paths recorded for human trials with the same robot used in the robot trials. Audio was recorded during each human trial and in a brief post-interview where discussions were guided through three topics: describing navigation experiences, exploring what guided navigation (and if cues besides AprilTags played a role), and comparing AprilTag cues to the human navigation cues typically found in built environments.
We designed the experiment to maximise the validity of the comparison between robot and human performance. Additional experimental controls included ensuring the robot and human were given the same contextual knowledge via the graph in Fig. 9b , limiting the AprilTag detection range in the mobile phone application to match the robot's 4 m detection range, and requiring human participants to have never previously visited the experimental environment.
A. Parameterisation in the Abstract Map
For the robot trials, a number of parameters controlled the imagination of spatial models and incorporation of symbol observations. The parameters are listed below, with notes about their selected values:
• Each preposition s is hand-mapped to a set of springs with minimal value tuning of parameters required (only four θ n ∈ {±π, ±π/2} and two r n ∈ {1, 0.5} values were used across all preposition interpretations).
• The system used five different stiffness values, K ∈ {2.5, 1, 0.5, 0.1, 0.01} (2.5 was reserved for observation springs attached to fixed point-masses, with the remaining values used in preposition to spring conversion).
• All point-masses had a mass of 1 kg. • A viscous friction coefficient of 0.1 was used, with higher values introducing unnecessary overshoot in spring motion and increasing settling time.
• 0.01 was the expansion coefficient used to scale the proportional relationship between distance from centre of explored mass and force in λ(x, C(t), Θ) (larger values caused the spatial model to stretch).
• L a and L v were both set to 0.1. Increasing the values caused the imagination phase to finish before pointmasses have finished moving, whereas low values resulted in delayed detection of motion completion.
• The zoo hierarchy had three levels, with rooms, themed areas, and zoos corresponding to levels 1-3 respectively. Scaling factors were given the following default starting values: α 1 1 = 4 m, α 1 2 = 5 m, α 1 3 = 20 m, α 2 2 = 15 m, α 2 3 = 15 m, and α 3 3 = 50 m. • A 25% exploration step was used to rapidly expand imagined location estimates when goals were not found.
V. RESULTS
Symbolic navigation performance with the abstract map was evaluated against human participants, with a number of qualitative insights gained about the human symbolic navigation process. This section provides a quantitative comparison of symbolic navigation performance between a robot navigation system employing the abstract map and human participants, expanded details describing one robot and one human trial, as well as a qualitative summary of insights from the human participants. Numbers in the text such as #12 refer to the tag numbers shown in Fig. 9a . Table I compares the mean distances travelled human and robot participants for each of the five symbolic navigation tasks. Fig. 11 50 trials. Human participants travelled an average distance of 46.4 m whereas the robot travelled 39.9 m on average, with the abstract map guiding the robot to more efficient task completion in three of the five navigation tasks. Overall, the abstract map guided the robot to complete tasks 11.5 % more efficiently than human participants, and 5.3 % more efficiently with the two outlier human results removed. Fig. 12 shows the full path taken in the shortest robot trial (44.5 m) for the symbolic navigation task to "find the lion". The robot near the "Exit", with no existing map of the world and no prior information describing the zoo. It built a metric map as it travelled through the environment using a SLAM system, using straight line navigation plans when planning in unseen spaces. Examples of the underlying SLAM system are shown in Figure 13 . An initial spatial model for the zoo was imagined using relational clauses extracted from the zoo hierarchy graph shown in Fig. 9b . With no symbolic spatial information describing the zoo layout, the system began moving to its imagined location for the "Lion" as shown in Fig. 13a .
A. Robot Performance against a Human Benchmark

B. Expanded Robot Result: Finding the Lion
While avoiding obstacles and following the path planned by the underlying navigation system, the robot continued moving through free space towards the abstract map's current imagined location for the goal (near the "Information Desk" in reality). The robot proceeded into the "Zoo Foyer" upon seeing the label, and observed the signboard in tag #3 (see Fig.  10a for signboard contents). Using the wealth of directional information in the signboard, the abstract map was heavily refined as shown in Fig. 13b and guided the robot left in search of the "Lion".
Next, the robot passed tag #4 which communicated that the "African Safari is past the Information Desk" and the "Information Desk" was to the right. The abstract map was updated with the information, but suggested a location for the "Lion" in between going right and straight ahead at the fork due to also having information from tag #3 suggesting the "African Safari" was straight ahead. With the underlying path planning navigation system choosing to go straight as shown in Fig. 13c (right was also chosen in other trials), the robot proceeded through the "Bird Aviary" and past the labels for the "Toucan" and "Falcon". Tag #8 communicated a number of directional messages regarding the remaining birds in the "Bird Aviary" at the end of the junction. Importantly, it communicated that the "Owl" was to the right and the "African Safari is past the Owl", causing the abstract map's estimate to guide the robot right at the junction in search of the "African Safari" as shown in Fig. 13d .
After passing labels for the "Owl" and "Parrot", the robot found a label for the "African Safari" at tag #14 and signboard (a) The robot starts with only information from the graph in Fig.  9b , so it proposes a location and starts exploring (b) The robot is guided to the left as the information from the main signboard at tag #4 heavily updates the spatial model (c) The abstract map has information suggesting that both straight and right could be valid choices at the junction, with the underlying path planner choosing to go straight ahead (d) Tags communicate that the "African Safari" is past the "owl" which is also to the right; so the robot proceeds to the right looking for the safari (e) Tags #14 and #15 update the abstract map's location estimate for the "African Safari" and "Lion", which guides the robot straight ahead at the junction (f) The robot finds the tag labelling the "Lion", successfully completing the symbolic navigation task Fig. 13 : Process undertaken by a robot navigation system using the abstract map to successfully navigate the robot to the "Lion" (see https://btalb.github.io/abstract_map/ for videos of the process) describing the safari at tag #15. Amongst other information, the signboard communicated that the "Giraffe" was directly ahead and the "Lion was past the Giraffe", which the was used in the abstract map to guide the robot straight ahead as seen in Fig. 13e . A final update of the abstract map's spatial model was performed upon observing the "Giraffe" label, before the robot completed the symbolic navigation task by finding the label for the "Lion" (as seen in Fig. 13f ).
C. Expanded Human Result: Finding the Lion
The fourth best human participant (50.7 m) began at the same location as the robot, as shown in Fig. 14, and was instructed to "find the lion". The participant, who had never been to the environment before, was given a mobile phone with the application shown in Fig. 10 , and the graph of the zoo hierarchy shown in Fig. 9b . Labels for the "Exit", "Ticket Office", and "Zoo Foyer" were missed by the participant as they walked directly to the main signboard at tag #3, which had directional labels for nine different locations (including most of the themed animal areas). The participant spent time processing and double checking the information before proceeding left.
Next, the participant walked directly past the signboard in tag #4 to observe the label for the "Bird Aviary" at tag #5. The participant then backtracked to find the signboard in tag #4, later commenting that seeing the "Bird Aviary" label was "negative information" that made them question their current approach. In looking for the "African Safari", the participant proceeded directly past the label for the "Information Desk" at tag #23. A directional signboard and label for the "African Safari" was observed at tags #21 and #22 respectively, with the participant proceeding down the hallway of the "African Safari" while deliberately not scanning tags #18-#20 on the left wall. At the end of the walkway they observed the signboard from tag #15, and then observed the "Lion" label after purposely walking past the label for "Giraffe".
In the post-interview, the participant shared their navigation process. When queried about the skipped AprilTags, the participant described not noticing the tags in the "Carpark" and initially at tag #4 as well as "guessing" based on the structure of the environment. Time spent at the main signboard in tag #3 was described by the participant as "reading it twice to try and remember it" before describing trying "to picture" what the sign was communicating. To picture what the sign was communicating, the participant described "trying to picture it as a route, or left and right [forks with a focus on] which directions to go" while using the environment to eliminate unrealistic routes like "requiring you to go through chairs or where people are working". The comment suggested a symbolic navigation process involving an axial structure like a simple topological graph, but further questions revealed no more details. The trial concluded with AprilTags described as "pretty similar" to typical navigation cues, aside from the minimal potential for confusion in interpreting arrows relative to the phone screen rather than AprilTag placement in the real world.
D. Insights from Human Participants
Human participants offered a number of insights through verbalisation while completing the navigation tasks, and question responses in the post-interview. Listed below are the insights that were deemed relevant to evaluating study outcomes and understanding the human navigation process in unseen built environments:
• No participants believed using tags instead of normal navigation cues affected their navigation process (88 % said it was comparable, with the remaining participants offering no direct answer).
• The majority (76 %) of participants commented on the "added hassle" in reading a tag with the phone rather than simply reading a normal cue, affirming the study limited the efficacy of human navigation cue perception to a level comparable with the robot.
• Participants often went out of their way to find the next AprilTag cue (as stated by 60 %), generally commenting that they "relied on the cues or tags more than their best guess" of where the goal could reside. The abstract map has the opposite approach to the problem: it primarily follows its imagined goal location, and updates the location with any cues it observes along the way (an approach only mentioned by 12 % of participants).
• 32 % of participants walked directly past cues even though they were placed in conspicuous places at eye level. Most claimed to not notice the AprilTag, suggesting that visual attention may play a part in human navigation performance.
• Participants identified a wide range of cues used for navigation besides the AprilTags, grouped under three categories: visual, environmental context, and deeper cognition (present in 56 %, 32 %, and 16 % of responses respectively). Visual cues from the environment included walkways, physical spatial structure, and lack of typical zoo features (e.g. thematic elements in the "Artic Frontier"). Environmental context cues included knowing which areas were out of bounds, labels being more likely to be on offices, signboards more likely at choice points, and likely segmentations of space for the zoo areas. Lastly, deeper cognitive cues were employed like matching the spaces to where it looked like there was enough room for all of the animals in the zoo hierarchy graph, and guessing the experiment designer's thought process.
• The navigation strategies employed by participants displayed a lot of variety. Strategies included trusting tags over instincts (56 %), using tags heavily at navigational choice points (40 %), deliberately walking past cues to trust instincts or guessing what was likely being communicated (24 %), exploratively wandering until feeling lost then looking for cues (12 %), using negative information in cues to rule out possible options (32 %), and applying the context of typical zoo layouts from past experiences (16 %).
• 20 % of participants took paths that appeared to have no explanation, with 8 % taking significant detours (the outlier results). Comments by participants suggested this was due to misunderstanding cues, failing to see locations within the physical environment, and employing intuition without any other guidance.
VI. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
The study results demonstrated that the dynamics-based abstract map empowers traditional robot navigation systems with symbolic navigation performance comparable to humans in unseen built environments. This level of performance was achieved by first creating a speculative spatial model imagined from symbolic descriptions of places, then iteratively refining and improving that model with symbolic observations gained by the robot as it traverses the real world. A robotics-oriented grammar, specifically designed for the task of representing the symbolic spatial information embedded in navigation cues, allowed the abstract map to seamlessly incorporate the symbols implicit in navigation cues in built environments. Consequently, a viable approach to grounding human spatial symbols was demonstrated with the abstract map by using navigation cues in a robot navigation process.
From the results of the study-particularly the insights provided by the human participants-the following avenues for enhancing the abstract map are proposed:
• Gaining a deeper understanding of the differences between abstract map and human performance by testing in larger-scale environments like buildings or campuses, with varying levels of symbolic spatial information;
• Enabling the abstract map to employ negative information (the sensation of "this doesn't seem right" felt when cues in the environment aren't describing what is expected); and
• Using long range cue detection to guide the underlying robot navigation process as done by human participants, rather than blindly moving to the goal and accepting cue observations along the way. In this paper we have presented the abstract map, a system that allows a robot to enhance its navigation process with the rich information provided by symbols. By employing a spatial model based on multi-body dynamics, and utilising the symbolic spatial information embedded in an environment's purposefully placed navigation cues, this paper has demonstrated that a robot using the abstract map is capable of performing symbolic navigation at a level comparable to human performance. The method presented allows robots to move out of seen spaces described by limited subsets of human symbols and into real world human environments like schools, hospitals, offices, and zoos; an imperative transition in realising ambitions for robots to becoming ubiquitous coinhabitants of built environments.
